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Decision 98-08-027 August 6, 1998 (01ml~[~~~h~11 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Application of San Diego Gas &. Electric 
Company to Establish an Experimcntal 
Performance-Based Ratemaking ~1echanism. 

(U902-M) 

OPINION 

Application 92-10-017 _ . 
(Filed Octobcr 16, 1992) 

This decision awards Utllity Consunlcrs' Action Nctwork (/lUCAN") 

$24,820 itl compensation lor its substantial contributions to Decisions 

(D.) 97-12-041 a-rid D.97-04-0s5. 

1. Background 
On April 23, 1997, in D.97-04-085, the Commission granted San Dicgo & 

Electric Company's (SDG&E) request to suspend thc requircmcnt that a test year 

1999 general rate case (GRe) bc filcd. UCAN opposed the mOHOl', but itsfactual 

and legal contentions were later recognized by the Comffiission in forming its 

order of December 3, 1997, described below. 

On December 3, 1997 in D.97 .. t2-()41, the Commission concluded thc 

midterm evaluation of SDG&E's experimental base tate performancc-based

ratemaking (PBR) mechanisll't. In this decision, the Commission vacated the 

requirement that SDG&E file a GRe for a 1999 tcst year and further suspended 

the requirement that SDG&E file a GRe in future years. In lieu of a GRC, the 

utility was directed to include a 1999 cost-of-service showing in the distribution 

PBRapplication that by previous directive was to be filed by December 31, 1997. 

The decision further suspended 'the requirement for a final evaluation otihe 
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experiment and ordered the PBR's cxperimental revenue sharing mechanism and 

non-price performance incentives to be retained tor 1998. 

UCAN, a party to the prOC\."'Cding. submitted its Request for Compensation 

(Request) on January 2, 1997. SDG&B's original application (A.9~-10-017) in the 

proceeding was made in 1992 and UCAN was found eligible to claim 

compensation for the proceeding on February 25,1993. Two previous intervenor 

awards to UCAN in this proceeding were approved on October 6,1993 (D.93-10-

023) and August II, 1995 (0.95-08-024), The former granted ueAN $62,207.29 

after a claim of $71,489.24 \vas submitted. The latter granted UeAN $136,105.77 
. -

after a claim of $173,718.18 was submitted. 

This is the thitd 'and presumably final claim to be filed by UCAN in the 

proceeding. In its Request, UCAN claims continuing eligibility (or compensation 

based on the Commission's initial finding of eligibility on February 25, 1993 and 

the continuing nature of the proceeding (ron\ inception, the final order of which 

was not issued until December 3, 1997 (D.97-12-Ml). Public UtilIties Code 

§ 1804(c) allows the intervenor 60 days after the issuance of the Commission's 

final order to file the rcquestfor any award.1 

UCAN claims compensation itl the amount of $34,965.68 for their 

participation in the midterm evaluation. No party filed a response to UCANJs 

Request. The phase (or which compensation is sought commenced with a 

I All (ollowing section references pertain to the Public Utilities Code unless otherwise 
indicated. 
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Commission workshop on Deccmber 4, 1996. Pcr SDG&E's initial proposal on 

thc matter, this phase was conducted as a collaborativc workshop process. 

Further workshops as weB as sett1ement discussions and prehearing conferences 

were held over the next several months. No agreement was cvcr reached among 

the parties. In addition to SOC&E and UCAN, the oniy other entity actively 

participating in the midterm evaluation was the Officc of Ratepayer Advocates 

(ORA). It is parenthetically noted that during the (ourse of the evaluation, 

SDG&E utilized a contracting consultant, Vantage ConsultirigJ Inc., to gather 

facts and make recommendations, some of which arc included with the partles# 

filings. 

2. Requrrements for Awards of Compensation 
Intervenors who seek compensation for their contributicms in Commission 

proceedings must file requests for compensation pursuant to §§ 18()1~1812. 

Section 1804(a) requires an intervenor to file a notice of intent (NOI) to claim 

compensation within 30 days of the preheaTing (onference or by <'fdate 

established by theCoIl\n\ission. The NO} must present information regarding 

the nature and extent of compensation and may request a finding of eligibility. 

Intervenors must contribute substantially to the proceeding in order to 

qualify for an award. Other code sections address requests for compensation 

filed after a commission decision is issued. Section 1804(c) requires an intervenor 

requesting c()n~pensatioJ\ to provide lIa detailed description of services and ' 

expenditures and a description of the custonler's substantial contribution to the 

hearing or proceeding." Section 1802(h) states that "substantial contribution" 

means that: 

·Jin the judgmcntof the commiSSion, the customer's pteSentation has 
substantially asSisted the CorrUl'lission in the maktng ot its or(Jet or 
decision because the order or decision has adopted in whole or in 
part on one or more factual contentions, legal (ontentions, or specific 
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policy or procedural recommendations presentC<i by the (ustolner. 
"'here the customer's particip"tion ha$ resulted In a substantial 
contribution, even if the decision adopts that customer's (orttention 
or rccomni.endat~ons only in part, the (Ol'r\mission may award the 
customer compensation (or all reas~nable ad\~~ate's lees, . 
reasonable expert lees, and other reasonable costs incurred by the 
(ustouter in preparing or presenting that contention or 
recommenda tion." 

Section 1804(e) requires the Commission to issue a decision determining 

whether or not the (ustomer has made a substantiill contribution and the amount 

of compensation to be paid. The level of compensation must take into account 

the market rate paid to people with comparable trainirig and experience who 

offer similar services, consistent with § 1806. 

3. UCAN's EUgibJlity for Compensation 
Pursuant to Rule 76.76, the Corn..mission finds UCAN remains eligible (or 

intervenor compensation based on earlier findings of eligibility in- this 

proceeding. UCAN's request of January 2, 1998 is thus appropriate a!ld, since 

filed within the 60 day envelop of the December 3, 1997, decision is timely. 

4. UCAN's Contribution to the DecIsions 
UCAN was invoh'cd in the midterm evaluation from the initial workshop 

on December 4, 1996 through the final process of filing comments on OctQber 22, 

1997. A review of UeAN's filed documents, their factual and legal contentions 

throughout this phase, and 0.97-12-041 on the midterm evaluation reveals that 

UCAN's contentions and recommendations were adopted 'lin parl" by the 

Commission. (§ lS02{h).) 

-4-
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In the first decision; D.97~().J·085; In which the Commission granted 

SDG&E's n,olio}) to suspend the requirement for filing a test 'year 1999 GRC, 

UCAN's factual contentioils regarding the utility's GRe evaluation histor}' were 

rejected. Notwithstanding the factual dispute; UCAN's well reasoned legal 

contention on that isSue was adopted in part in Section 3.3 of the d~ision (IIPBR 

Starting Point"). UCAN's substantial contribution Was its reasoning in 

contending the PBR distribution startirig pOint required an appropriate revenue 

level; and that current distributlonexpenSes of the .utility must be documente<l 

and reviewed. UCAN's contentions in this regard were noted in D.97..o.t-085 

and remained relevant through the issuance of 0.97-12-0-11 on December 3, 1997. 

UCAN's position was consistentc\s the proceeding continued. Several 

issues inherent to the April decision carried through for deliberation in 

D.97-12-04 1. liCAN contended and the COr'nii\ission adopted the vicw that 

SDG&E be required to include with its dist~ibutiot\ PBR application a 1999 cost

of~service shO\\·ing to esta~lish a revised base revenue requirement for 

distribution. Other contentions presented by UCAN were rejected; including 

UCAN's proposal that the utility's GRC filing requirement (or 1999 be 

maintained, that S£X;&E's sharing Il\echanism be suspended, and that excess 

earnings be redirected as a credit against competitive transition costs .. 

IISubstantial contribution" by the aforesaid statutory definition requires 

UCAN to present factual or legal contentions, or policy or procedural 

recon\mendatlons which the Commission ultimatel); adopts. Central to the 

request for compensation process is the identification of the issues under which 
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the contentions or recomn\('ndations were put forth (sec D.95-03-OO7 and 

D.96-06-Oi9). Identifying issues is not a precise science, but the burden is rightly 

on the requesting customer to tie eclch item of requested cOTnpensation to a 

particular issue within lhe framework of the decision. \Ve might add that the 
- .-

best method of identifying issues in our view is for the requesting customer to 

simply follow the format and headings of the underlying decision. In most c<lses 

the issues are stated by heading or subtitle. 

In its Request, U~AN accurately cited the statutory change authorizing the

Commission to award fees and costs to a customer whose contentions wete 

adopted only in part by the Co-mn\ission. However, UCANth~n dailned that 

change indicated "the Legislature'S desire to awatd fun compensation whete\ier 

and whenever an intervenor has made contributions to a Commission decision." 

(Request; p. 3.) We do not agree. UCAN's readingof the statute effectively strips 

"substantial" out of IIsubsttmtial contribution" and we therefore reject such a 

liberal application of the stated standard. In examinh'g ucANis role, we find 

continuous and vat"uable participation by it in the process, but riot qilite to the 

extent claimed in the Request. 

Unfortuntltely the format of UCAN·s Request did not readily identify the 

issue(s) to which each cost was allocated. This allocation of (osts anlong the 

issues for which a substantial contribution is claimed and compensation 

requested is a longstanding requirement (see e.g., decisions D. 92--08-030, 

D.95-05-OO3, D.96-05-052). In the main text of the Request, ueAN dted 

-"Examples of UCAN's Substantial Contribution to 97-12-O·U." (Request, p. 4.) 

UCAN then described three categories of activities. They Were tipartidpation in 

development of the Vantage Consulting report," IIseUlement process," and 

"con'unent process." In its narrative on the comment process, UCAN identified 

three issues ultimately addressed by the Commission and how ueAN's 
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r~ommendations (,ued in each. That was quite sMisfactoT)' and enlightening. 

Unfortunately, UCAN's Tab" A" containing an detail for counsel's and experes 

claimed hours were listed by category of activity (Vantage, settlement, comment 

processes, et at), thus making it difficult to equate the time(s) with any particular 

issue. 

A collaborative workshop process, authorized by the Administrative Law 

Judge (AtJ) at the commencement of the evaluation phase, ne(essarily presents 

certaindaim and billing anomalies. \Vhile the cQllaborative process may be akin 

to alternate dispute resolution in some ways, the informal nature of the proceSs 

requires the customer t6 carefully document time and effort so as to enabJe any 

obsen'er the n\eans to at least partially reconstruct events and/or issues covered 

at anyone time in the process. UCAN appeared to recognize this by 
acknowledging there was Iino administrative reCord of the ... (Vantage 

et alt ... process." (Ibid.) UCAN then attached it portion of the Vantage 

consulting rcport listing UCAN's participation and contentions. 

\Vhile the reasonableness otthe specific compensation requested is 

addressed in Se<:tiO}\ 5 below, compensation in general terms is dependent upon 

the custonler's contribution. Notwithstanding the coJiaborative workshop 

process approved by the ALJ, the Commission cannot on its own basis a((~ept 

UCAN's claim of time as it relates to "participation in development of the 
, 

Vantage Consulting report." (Item "IIICH of Request.) Vantage was a contractor 

of SDG&E. From the record we see no stipulation that Vantage had special status 

to represent any entity other than the one that retained it, i.e. SDG&E. Moreover, 

it is dear from all tilings that UCAN presented its own (actual and legal 

contentions without regard to the Vantage report. UCAN, in short, ff it expects 

to receive compensation, may not bootstrap elements of its compensation request 

to third party reports unless an artkulable and distinct basis is presented to 
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account (or UCAN's time and costs. \"hUe this factor docs not substantially 

reduce UCAN's award from that requested in its attachments, it is worth future 

consideration b}' UCAN and all customers. 

In line with such reasoning. UCAN's dain\ of substantial contribution 

through coordinati.oh with the ORA and the Farn\ Bureau is rejeded in part. Our 

scrutiny in this aspect is apptopdate in view of UCAN'$ partial success in getting 

its contentions ado}'ted by the Commission of,adopted only Ilin part." ORA was 

not a majorplayer throughout the proceSs, and indeed ORA on January 3.,1997 

indicated in a filing that its participation in the evaluation would be limited. 

ORA did present a motion to the Commission on an isSue, and UCAN's response 

was influential. As to the Farm Bureau, that entity filed no pleadings ill this 

proceeding and UCAN provided no documentation on any informal role (or that 

organization in this proceeding. UCANis claimed time for coordination with 

Farm Bureau is thus rejected. 

Notwithstanding the lack of clarity in UCAN's approach as addressed 

above, the Commission would likely grant a r~quest in its ~ntirety if the merit 

were othenvise apparent and/or reasonable (onclusions could be made (rom the 

four corners of the document. We now examine UCAN's Request on that basis 

and, considering the foregoing COll\lnentsl make the foHbwing determinations of 

reasonableness. 

5. The Reasonableness of Requested Com~nsati()n 
UCAN requeSts compensa1ion in the amount of $34,965.68 as follows: 

Attorney Fees 
Michael Shames 
168.4 hours x $185 == $31,154.00 
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Expert \Vilness Fees ,lnd Expenses 
\Villian\ ~1arcus 
7.0 hours 

.5 hours 
3.5 hours 

Gayatri Schilberg 

x 
x 
x 

$140 (FY96) 
$145(FY97) 
$105J 

6.5 hours x $105 
Fax 1/9/97 and 6/5/97 

Subtotal 

Other Costs 
Tr,lvel 
Photocopying 
Postage 
Telephone 
Overnight delivery 

Subtotal 
TOTAL 

::: 

::: 

::: 

::: 

::: 

= 

::: 

= 
= 
= 

= 
= 

$ 980.00 
72.50 

367.50 

682.50 
28.50 

$ 2,131.00 

$ 1,477.00 
61.05 
58.50 
33.13 
24.00 

$ 1,680.68 
53iF.265.6~ 

The most significant portion of the requested reimbursement lies with the 

hourly fee of UCAN',s counsel, ~1i~hael Shames. 1\1r. Shan\es requests a new 

hourI}; rate of $185. UCAN states that Mr. Shames' compensation was approved 

in 1996 at $180 pet hour (e.g. D.97-12-012). UCAN's rationale for the increase is 

that § 1806 instructs the Comnlission to take into consideration the market rates 

paid to persons of comparable training and experience, and that Mr. Shames has 

more experience than in 1996 and hence a slight raise in fee is justified. UCAN 

fails to provide any documentation which sttpports its § 1806 argument that a 

rate of $185 is within the range of rates paid to persons wlth training and 

11l1is is the rate which appears in Attachment B, Invoke 10893. UCAN does not explain 
in its Request why this rate is applied, rather than the $145 rate otherwise applied to 
Mr. ~tarcus' hours. Perhaps it is a typographical error. However, since it appearS to be 
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experience compar(lble to Mr. Shames. ueAN falls to describe ~ir. Shames 

tr(lining and cxperience.- However, since we ate familiar with the market and ~1r. 

Shames' ability, we will authorize a $185 hourI}' r,lle for work performed by lot1r. 

Shames in 1997. \Ve caution UCAN that such otnissions of supporting 

documentation will not be-overlooked in the future. 

Of the attorney hourly fees spent intrayel-per Commission practicc-a 

rate of 500/0 of the attorney's normal billable rate is authorized. To this end, 

UCAN properly applied the 50% rate in the request. In excess of 34 hours travel 

was documented and will be reimbursed at 50% of the attorney rate. However, 

UCAN did not reduce by 50% the attorney rate it applied to the five hours spent 

preparing the compensation request. This is also a Con'mission practice (see, e.g. 

D.93-06-022 at p.6, 0.93-09-086, at p. 9, and D.91-12--074, at p. 14.). UCAN's 

Request did not take the skill of an attorney to prepare, and as pOinted out above, 

is deficient in meeting certain requirements (e.g. allocation of costs by issue). 

UCAN wHI be cOn"lpensated at 50% of the attorney r"te for the live hours it spent 

preparing the cornpensation request. 

5.1. UCAN's "Attachment A" for Attorney Fees 
UCAN requests 168.4 hours for the three phases of activities cited. 

Phase I was listed as "Prehearing, Workshop and Discovery Activities" frorn 

D~ember 3~ 1996 to April 1, 1997. Phase II was listed as "Settlement Activities" 

from April 15, 1997 to August 11, 1997. Final Phase III was listed as the 

"Conunent Process" from August 23, 1997 to October 17,1997. 

the rate UCAN was actually billed, we will not correct (or what appears t6 be an error 
on the part of JBS Energy. 
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5.1.1. Attorney Fees Commencing December 3. 1996 
UCAN requests 97.4 hours for these Phase 1 activities, of 

which we find 93.3 hou"rs reasonable. Hours ~vhere C6mpensation is nofgtantoo 

invoke consultations with ORA, Vantage, and/or Farm Bureau. ORA's letter of 

January 31, 1997 should have alerted UCAN that it \,,'as no longer an active 

participant in that phase of the proceeding and, as noted above, the Farm Buteau 

was not active. Time spent coordinating withORA and the Farm Bureau wa~ not 

effective and efficient particip'ation. 
. . 

5.1.2. Attorney Fees commencing April 15, 1997 
- -

UCAN requests 44.5 hours for Phase II acH"ities. We find 

40.1 hours reasonable. Coordination with tuRN is not reasonable in that no 

documentation exists to indicate that TURN \vasptesent in' the pi6ceedtng. 

UCAN of(ers no argument thatsuch coordination contributed,anythirig 

meaningful. 

5.1.3. Attorney Fees commencln-g'August 23, 1997 
UeAN requests 21.5 houfsfor Phase III activitle-s. We find· . 

IS.1 of the hours reasonable. Time associated with ueAN's "pr6posed rebuttal 

testimony" is not compensable. The Commission granted SoG&E's motion to 

strike the testimony as ail impr~~er ptoceclural initiAtive by ueAN. The fact that 

UCAN's input was allowed by the Con'Unission as conlmentary does not 

translate into anentitJemel\t for reasonable l~s and costs~ The Commission 

notes that UCAN in its Request specifically offered that expert 1\'1r. Marcus' time 

was not included because of the ruling on the motion. The Commission appUes 

the same principle to the attorney's time. It would be unfair t6 grant the attorney 

compensation (or aneverttwhich has been rut~ inappropriate for other 

members of his advoc~cy team. We'there(ore condudethatsuthtime did not 
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make a substantial contribution toward the outcome and is I\ot compensable. As 

with previous reference to ORA liaisol\J that tin,c is not compensab1c. 

5.1.4. A«orney Fees f()r Final Declsl()n Review and Preparation 
of Compensation Request 
Five hours ate requested to compensate UCAN for 

preparation of the Request. This amount is deemed reasonable. 

5.~. Clalml!nts Attachment HB Ji lor Expert and Miscellaneou$ Cost$ 
UCAN requested $2,13 J .00 (or reimbuTSen\Cnt of expert's services 

and $1,680.68 (or miscellaneous cost~ (e.g. travel, copying, postage). Fot the· 

expert's scn,iceJ four invoices are pr('sented with an invoice date and number. 

Billing for cxpertservices is denied for reasons desCribed below. Othet 

individual line items are approved except as noted. 

5.2.1. Expert's serVices 
To assess the reasonableness of compensating a (ustomer for 

the costs of expert's services, the Commission should be in(onrted of the services 

provided and the dates of service. JBS Energy, lnc/s invoices submitted by 

UCAN lack both and this lack of detail is not corrected b}' a narrative description 

in the Request proper of the services provided. The dates provided at the top of 

the IBS invoices appear to be the dates of 'the documents. In any case, dates ate 

lacking lor each entry on the invoices and no description of the service rendered 

is anywhere pto\'idcd. While the Commission, through experience, is generally 

aware that UCAN has il\ the past retained Mr. Marcus as an expcrtJ the entries 

(or "Willianl B. Marcus" in the invoices list nothing except the individual's name. 

Likewise the services of "Gayalri Schilbetg" ate billed 01\ invoice 1110706, but 

nothing More is provided as to what service she performed or what issues was 

addressed. The narrative desaiption in the text merely says JBS was retained to 

conduct analysis. Conclusion" ry billingn\crely listing hours and rate b 
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unsatisfactor}' if the customer expects full cOnlpCn5<ltion (or the rcqu~stcd items. 

The retaining client, it would seem, should demand ot the expert the same 

specificity required of the client if indeed full ~ltisfaction of the Request is 

expc<:tcd. The Commission further notes UCAN's comments that "His 

rates .•. (Mr. Matcus) .•. and those of l\1s. Schilberg have been found reasonable by 

the Commission in numeroUs compensation decisions." (UCAN's Request, p. 6.) 

No citation or doc:unlentation was provided 10 sustain this ilssertion. As a matter 

of respecl, we have no reason to doubt UCAN's assertion; however the 

Commission should not be expected to search its files to sustain evidentiary 

matters that can alld should be provided by the customer in its request. The 

burden is on the customer. For oVer a decade, UCAN has been an active 

participant in our proceedings, and has sought and received con\pensation for its 

substantia1 contributions. It is well aWare of our requirements.' Lacking a 

description of the services performed by the expert ilnd the dates of service, the 

amount claimed in Attachment "B" ($2,131.00) must be denied. 

5.2.2. Miscellaneous Costs 
UCAN requests $1,680.68 in miscellaneOUS cost. It is noted 

that while individual trip expenses fot airp1ane fares, room, and per diem were 

correctly listed by date, van and taxi costs and airport parking costs contained no 

date. The entry for 1I0vemight delivery costs"($2.4.00) was likewise absent any 

dates. \Vhile these itenls are relative}}' minor and will not invoke a denial of the 

items, all customers should document such items of travel and special delivery 

by the date suchcost items were incurred. (Mass production items such as 

copying and telephone caUs are too voluminous for that task and need not be 

) In fact, UCAN presents, in its May 30, 1997, Request (or Compensation in A.96~-038, 
an acceptable example of the proper docurnent.ltion detail lor expert services. 
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specified by date. The Conlmission r('scr\'~s that function, if applicable, for the 

audit procedures authorized by § lOOt(d». 

6. Award 
To sumnlarizc, the Commission has approved ~s reasonable, the following 

fees and costs: attorney hours lor the three phases described arc 93.3 hours (24.6 

in 1996 and 68.7 in 1997),40.1 hours, and 18.1 hours respectively. Additionally, 

five hours for attorney lees are approved (or revicw and submission of the 

compcnsati6n request. Over~ll attorney fees authorized are 101.3 hOUfS at the 

hourly ratc of $185 ($18,740.50), 11.5 hours at the hourly rate of $180 ($2,070),30.6 

hours at the hourly rate of $92.50 ($2,830.50), and 13.1 hours at the hourly rate of 

$90 ($1,179). Costs authorized ate $1,680.68. 

We award UCAN $24,820 c,,1culated as described above. Consistent with 

previous COmil\ission decisions, we will order that interest be paid on the award 

amount (calculated at the three-month commercial paper rate), commencing 

March 18, 1998, (the 75th day alter UCAN filed its compensation request) and 

continuing un'til the utility m~kes its (ull payment of award. 

As in all intervenor (ompcnsation decisions, we put UCAN on notice that 

the CoinulissioI\ Energy Division may audit UCAN's records related to this 

award. lous, UCAN must make and retain adequate aC(ounting and other 

docUl'l\entation to support aU claims for intervenor compensation. UCAN's 

records should identify spcdfk issues for which it requests compensation, the 

actual time spent by each enlployee, the applicable hourly rate, fees paid to 

consultants, and any other costs for which compensation may be claimed. 
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Findings of Fact 
1. UCAN has made a timely request for (ompensation for its contribution to 

D.97-1i-().J 1 and 0.97.().t-08S. 

2. UCAN has made a showing of significant financial hardship by 

den'lonstrating the economic interests of its individual members would be 

extren\ely small (ompa"ted to the costs of participating in this proceeding. 

3. UCAN contributed substantially to 0.97-12-041. 

4. UCAN has requested a 1997 hourly rate for attorney Michael Shames of 

$185 that is no greater than the market rates for individuals with comparable 

training and experience, and is therefore reasonable. 

5. The nliscellaneous costs incurred by UCAN are reasonable. 

Conclusions of Law 
1. UCAN has fulfilled the requirements of Sections 1801-1812 which govern 

awards of intervenor compensatioll. 

2. UCAN should be awarded $24,820 for its contributions to 0.97-12-041 and 

0.97-04-085. 

3. This order shOUld be cffeell\'e today so that UCAN may be compensated 

without unnecessary delay. 
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ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Utility Consumers' Action Network (UCAN) is awarded $24,8iO in 

compensation for its substantial contribution to Dectsi()n~ (D.) 97-12-041 and 

0.97-04-085. 
- . 

2. _ San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&Bj shaUpay UCAN $24,820 

withfn 30 days of th~ effective date ol this order" SDG&Eshall also pay interest . 

on the award at the rate ean\ed-on pri,"e, three-~ohth comtnercialpapel', as 

rep6rted in Federal Reserve Statistical Release G.13, with interest, beginning 

March 18,1998, and (oritilluing until full payn\ent' is made. 

This order is effective tOday. /. 

Dated Augusf 6; 1998, at San Fl'ancis(o, California. 
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